Overseas Study Tours
Presented by Annalisa Ramundi, Maria Gaudioso
Discover new and informative tips and tricks when planning an
overseas study tour. Lead what will ultimately be an
unforgettable learning experience for students & tea...
Format: Face to Face - Individual
Audience: All KLA teachers interested in organising an overseas study tour
that will allow their students to be globally connected, informed and
challenged.

Description
Overseas study tours aimed at teachers of all KLA's who are interested in planning a tour
appropriate to their subject with the purpose of allowing their students to continue their learning
outside of the classroom.
This course will provide interested teachers with tips and tools needed to organise a successful
tour from proposal to post evaluation.

Additional notes about this format
Participants will be able to engage in discussions with presenters who will share their learning
experiences. Participants will be able to work through information booklet provided and be able to
ask questions and seek clarification on the spot.

Occurrences
Start Date

Location

Price

20/10/2017

Sydney CBD

$339 + GST

http://tta.edu.au

admin@tta.edu.au

1300 789 961

Sessions
Getting Started
1 hour and 30 minutes
Getting Started
Introduction and breakdown of timeline of proposed tour.
Morning session looks at the first 3 months of planning.

What Next?
2 hours and 30 minutes
What next?
During this session we will look at essential elements that need to be completed prior to
departure.

The Final Step
1 hour
The Final Step
In the final session, participants will gain tips and tricks on day to day survival whilst on tour and
recommended post tour ideas.
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1300 789 961

About the team

Annalisa Ramundi
Presenter

Annalisa is an Italian and English teacher at Monte Sant
Angelo Mercy College. She has a Bachelor of Arts, Diploma
in Education, Diploma of Religious Studies and has taught in
both the public and private systems.
Annalisa has successfully organised, led and participated in
many International Language and Cultural Tours since 2003,
believing that the educational benefits of International Tours
provide students with the opportunity to further develop their
understanding of content outside of the classroom and, in
turn guide them into being a holistic student.

Maria Gaudioso
Presenter

Maria is a teacher of Italian and has a passion for Italy and
it's culture. She has a Bachelor of Education in primary
teaching and a Masters of Arts in International Studies. Maria
has studied in Italy in both Lecce and Siena. She has worked
in both the public and private systems as well as in adult
education for COASIT.
Maria has successfully lead Italian Language and Culture
Tours and believes in the educational benefits such trips
bring to the classroom and in the development of a holistic
student. Maria is keen to share her knowledge in planning
and running a successful tour. She is currently teaching at
Monte Sant' Angelo Mercy College.
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Enrol now to secure your spot
Limited spots are available. Please enrol online or fax your enrolment to 1300 667 691 to
secure your spot.
Please note, by submitting this enrolment form you are confirming that you have been
given financial approval by your employer to attend this course. Cancellation advice
should be given in writing 7 days before the commencement of this course.
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